ABSTRACT
and -yevos, birth). The English adaptation "collagen" was first used around 1865. The Oxford Dictionary (1893) defines collagen as "that constituent of connective tissue which yields gelatin on boiling?' Much of the early work was indeed done on heat-denatured collagen.
On the other hand, the presence of fibers in connective tissues had been known since the 19th century from the work of early histologists such as Henle and Ranvier.
Only in the 1920s did the pioneering work of Nageotte reveal that acid-solubilized collagen could precipitate into a material, later shown by x-ray diffraction and electron microscopy to be collagen fibers (1) . The existence of a monomeric building unit for the collagen fiber was postulated and called tropocollagen by Gross (2) . This unit protein, now referred to as a collagen molecule, was shown to be composed of three polypeptide chains, two identical a! chains and one distinct cr2 chain, assembled in a triple helix with a coiled coil conformation. (3) .
At the end of the 1960s, it was found that cartilage contained a collagen made of polypeptides with a primary structure distinct from the collagen molecule isolated from the other tissues studied thus far (primarily skin and tendons). It was called type II collagen and the molecules were shown to be homotrimers (4 
THE UPCOMING COLLAGENS
The repetitive primary structure of the triple helices and the resulting high similarities in DNA sequences of collagenencoding genes have helped tremendously in cloning and identification of collagen cDNAs through cross-hybridization. It can be safely stated that the vast majority of cloning in the collagen field was done by cross-hybridization with previously isolated eDNA clone for some other collagen chain, in particular with the very first collagen eDNA (for the chicken a2(I) chain) that was isolated in the laboratory of H. Boedtker (58) and readily made available to the scientific community. This has resulted not only in the identification of clones encoding already identified chains but also in the discovery of sequences from yet undescribed molecules. As discussed previously, type XII collagen was discovered in this fashion and was described going from the gene to the protein.
Type XIII collagen has also been discovered at the eDNA level and extensively characterized at that level (59 We thank Drs. B. R. Olsen, R. Mayne, and F. Ramirez for providing manuscripts before publication and for helpful discussions. We also thank our colleagues who contributed the electron micrographs used for the assembly of Fig. 2 .
Note added in proof Parente et al. (61) have very recently reported the isolation and characterization of a eDNA for the human al(VII) collagen chain. These data demonstrate that the orientation of the type VII collagen molecule is inverted from what had been previously reported and quoted in this review. The NC1 domain shown in Fig. 1 and responsible for interaction with basement membranes is thus the amino end of the molecule and the processed globular end is actually at the carboxyl end. 
